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PURPOSE OF REPORT 

The purpose of this report is to inform Committee of the importance of the Road Construction 
Consent (RCC) process within the planning system and to update Committee regarding progress 
with new Council guidelines for development roads. 

BACKGROUND 

A report to the Roads and Transportation sub Committee on 4 December 2002 agreed the 
approach to the introduction of updated guidance on roads and footways in new development. The 
report stressed the importance of the roads construction consent process and the legal and 
financial implications for the Council. It was also pointed out that there were many parties both 
internal and external to the Council which had to be consulted in developing new guidelines. Work 
is now well underway and this report seeks to update Committee on progress. In the past year, the 
Scottish Executive have also issued more planning and transportation policy guidance which will 
also have to be incorporated into the process 

CURRENT POSITION 

In new development there are three separate sets of permission required by a developer from 
Planning and Environment and each is subject to its own statutory requirements. The three stages 
are planning approval, building consent and roads construction consent (RCC). The last named has 
particular significance for the Council in that when roads and footways are constructed in 
accordance with a roads construction consent, the Council is legally obliged to take these roads 
and footways over for maintenance purposes. The safety of users of these roads and footways is 
paramount and this includes winter maintenance and lighting. There are some 1400 kilometres of 
public road in North Lanarkshire at present and as a result of development, this length is increasing 
by an average of 10 kilometres per annum. 

With new roads and footways, the Council is taking on a major increasing and direct liability. It is 
essential, therefore, that any new roads and footways are built to a standard which is safe for road 
users, able to withstand the vehicle loading which is placed on them and capable of lasting for 30 - 
60 years without major reconstruction being required. To ensure that a development road is built to 
a standard suitable for adoption, the Department operates to published guidelines. 

Currently, in common with other authorities in the west of Scotland, we are using guidance 
published by the former roads authority. This has particular benefits for developers operating in a 
number of local authority areas in that they are dealing with a familiar set of guidance. At the very 
outset of the development process, prospective developers are made aware of the requirement to 
comply with these guidelines. The guidelines advise developers of the procedures to be followed, 
how the process ties into the planning consent process and they detail the information which is 
required as part of the submission, the design standards applicable etc. 

As indicated above, there are very specific statutory requirements relating to the road construction 
process and these are laid down in the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984. The current guidelines draw 
attention to this and in particular, they clearly state that fully completed application forms should be 
submitted at least three months prior to the intended commencement of construction. This is to 
allow for the statutory 'Notice for Service on Owner' objection period, and to give sufficient time for 
checking the submission and dealing with detailed geotechnical, lighting and structural design 
approvals. The nature and scale of the work involved is such that the process will typically take 3 
months to complete. 



3.5 Despite the guidance, it is unfortunately the exception when a developer submits a fully detailed 
and completed application at the outset. It is usually the case that details such as the lighting, 
geotechnical, structural, mining records, drainage details, transport impact assessment, roads 
layout, or any combination of these, are not supplied. As clearly stated within the Guidelines, the 
processing of the Construction Consent should not begin until all the required information has been 
received. The roads authority is entitled to return any such submission, stating that it will only start 
to examine the submission whenever all appropriate information has been sent and docqueted. 

3.6 In practise, the Department rarely returns incomplete submissions but instead tries to assist 
developers by starting the checking process whilst awaiting the further information required to fully 
assess the application. However, this means extending the nominal 3 month processing period as 
the Department still requires to check the information after receiving any late-submitted details, as 
well as having to carry out such internal and external consultations as may be required. 

3.7 Although this practice is undertaken to assist developers with their application, developers too often 
will claim that "Roads" are "holding up" their submission. In reality, the situation is more likely to be 
that the developer has either not submitted all the relevant information with the original submission 
or has submitted proposals that are contrary to the advice given by the department during any pre- 
planning discussions. 

4.0 PROPOSALS 

4.1 As reported to the Roads and Transportation Committee on 4'h December 2002, the Department is 
currently preparing a new Roads Standards/ Guidelines document. This new document is due to be 
completed next year. However, it is the intention to provide Committee with interim reports at key 
development stages, covering items such as the proposed Corporate Development Guide, parking 
standards, etc. 

4.2 The new Roads Standards will seek to incorporate a number of good practises and concepts that 
have been implemented since the publication of those earlier guidelines. There is an increasing 
emphasis on ensuring sustainable and inclusive development in Government publications such as 
the Guide to Transport Assessments in Scotland; Scottish Planning Policy SPPl7 (including the 
Addendum on Maximum Parking Standards); Inclusive Mobility and Sustainable Urban Drainage 
Systems. We also anticipate a requirement for Maintainability Audits and Safety Audits and this, in 
conjunction with the new Transport Assessment requirements introduced by the Scottish Executive, 
will place a further burden on the Department in processing RCC applications. We will therefore 
also be reviewing procedures and staffing. 

5.0 SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS 

5.1 As indicated in paragraph 4.2 above, sustainability considerations are integral to the overall 
process. 

6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 It is in the interests of the Council and of home purchasers and the general public that developers 
respect the Roads Construction Consent (RCC) process. In order to reduce the time taken to 
process RCC applications both now and in the future it is essential that developers comply with the 
timescales and information requirements in support of their application, as detailed in the Roads 
Guidelines and their successor documents. Developers must therefore be encouraged to comply 
with procedures and submit all the relevant information with their applications. The Department, for 
its part, will undertake to process completed applications timeously and the introduction of new 
guidelines is part of the ongoing process of ensuring quality services and best value within the 
Council. 
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Committee members are asked to :- 

(i) note the comments of this report and the potential future resource implications associated 
with the Road Construction Consent (RCC) processes 

(ii) support the department in asserting that the 3 month RCC process period should not 
commence until all relevant information has been submitted, 

(iii) 

(iv) 

note that the new road standards/ guidelines document will be produced during 2004, and 

agree to accept further reports at relevant stages in the development of this guidance. 

G David M. Porch 
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT 

For further information please contact David McDove on 01236 616256. 
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